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CENSIPAM uses codeBeamer ALM 
to manage the collaboration of its 
distributed teams 

We are grateful that Intland is helping us achieve our Amazon conservation and sustainable 
development mission. 
 
Ranerio Vieira CENSIPAM, Brazil

We are a GIS (Geographical Information Systems) provider for many governmental and 
nongovernmental institutions involved in the conservation of the Brazilian Amazon Rainforest. 
According to federal government policy, we try to use open-source software whenever it is possible.

 
We evaluated many of the open source CASE tools available on the market based on our 
requirements, which included a development team distributed over several thousand kilometers in 4 
states in Western, Central and Eastern Amazon as well as in Brazil.

 
We determined having a collaborative portal would be highly desirable. Therefore, we analyzed Trac, 
Bugzilla, JIRA, Mantis, xPlanner, codeBeamer and dotProject as change request, tracking and defect 
management tools. We’d already used Subversion as our version control system, so integration with 
SVN was required. Due to the superior quality, integration, ease of use and overall management, JIRA 
and codeBeamer were selected as the most suitable solutions that met our needs.

 
We received excellent support from Intland as we developed software using mostly open source 
software. Our project is progressing very smoothly, and we are grateful that Intland is helping us 
achieve our goals in our Amazon conservation and sustainable development mission.
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About Codebeamer
Codebeamer is an Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) platform with unique configurability and 
product line configuration capabilities.

Codebeamer X is an integrated Engineering Lifecycle Management (ELM) platform for life sciences 
companies with regulatory process & compliance support. 

To learn more, visit us at https://intland.com/. Follow @intland on Linkedin and Facebook. 

About PTC (NASDAQ: PTC) 
PTC enables global manufacturers to realize double-digit impact with software solutions that enable 
them to accelerate product and service innovation, improve operational efficiency, and increase 
workforce productivity. In combination with an extensive partner network, PTC provides customers 
flexibility in how its technology can be deployed to drive digital transformation—on premises, in the 
cloud, or via its pure SaaS platform. At PTC, we don’t just imagine a better world, we enable it. 

PTC.com          @PTC          Blogs

Wondering how you 
could benefit from using 
Codebeamer? 
Find out why organizations like CENSPIAM, USDA, Volkswagen, 
and Medtronic have selected our tools! See how PTC®’s 
Codebeamer technology could help you increase development 
efficiency and reduce costs.

Start your own free trial of Codebeamer today –  
no strings attached, no credit card required! 
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